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FESTIVAL DES TECHNOLOGIES VERTES
Re-Inventing Electricity:

Decentralization with solar-plus-storage and microgrids
for sustainability and resilience

• Part 1: Climate change
– An overview of climate warming and its consequences

• Part 2: Energy transformation
– Structural transformation of energy and electricity

• Part 3: Re-Inventing electricity
– Decentralization with solar-plus-storage and microgrids
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Part 3 of a 3-part series



Re-Inventing Electricity
Localization with solar, storage, and microgrids

• Not only a “transition” 
– But a structural transformation
– From centralized to decentralized—to distributed energy
– Renewable/sustainable solar PV for self-consumption
– Resilient: electricity when the main grid fails

• Inverting the ”grid”— a bottom-up view
– Starting at home
– Premises architecture of solar-plus-storage and resilience
– Generate electricity as close as possible to where it will be used
– EMMA—the missing piece: local control  (Schoechle, 2020)

• Electrification—the new new thing!
– But… don’t run electrification on coal—nor natural gas, oil, or diesel!
– Old vs new: technologies, structures and paradigms
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ed0007ce169954eea17b10b/t/61a678fdac7ec229e49271b8/1638299901674/Solar_Today-Fall_2020-p18-23+%281%29.pdf


• Old structure/technology (top-down view) c. 1900
– Centralized flow

• Generation to transmission to distribution to customer
– Capital intensive technology

• Coal, natural gas, nuclear, big hydro
• Big economies of scale

• But the technology has advanced
• New structure/technology (bottom-up view) c. 2000

– Decentralized and localized
– Inexpensive mass-market consumer electronics

• Solar PV, inverters, batteries, “smarter” appliances
• Scalable—no economies of scale
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• An alternative path
– But compatible with the existing grid
– Starting with individual homes and buildings
– Solar community microgrids with storage

• Available and inexpensive
– Solar PV, batteries, inverters, smart appliances
– But has been lacking a standardized premises control 

system
• A way to balance premises use, generation, and storage
• A generic home energy management system (HEMS)

– Now offered by EMMA
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Re-Inventing Electricity
Localization with solar, storage and microgrids

• Smart meters are not the “Smart Grid”

– Do not manage energy

– Do not benefit consumers

• Smart meters add unnecessary risks
– Safety risk
– Security risk
– Privacy risk
– EMF radiation exposure risk

• Smart meters add unnecessary costs
– Only to eliminate jobs and add to 

capital cost recovery for utility
– Do not integrate renewable energy
– A substitute for truly smarter energy



• EMMA —standardized modular home energy management
– “Energy Management and Measurement Application”

• ISO/IEC open standards based
• Open source software: Linux™, Raspberry Pi™, Arduino™, etc.
• Mass market, grid compatible, enabling incremental change
• Next generation, EMMA replaces the “smart meter”
• No dependency on wireless, nor on cloud services

– Enables microgrids
• semi-autonomous operation
• Sharing power within the community

– Augments utility services—with or without solar PV
• can provide grid backup and load shifting (duck curve problem)
• Can implement utility demand response services and protocols
• Can charge batteries and manage/optimize energy appliances
• Can manage EV charging
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Re-Inventing Electricity
Localization with Solar, storage, and microgrids

5  Barriers to Distributed Solar: Production Meters and Solar-plus-Storage 2016-06-01 
  

The technical limitations Xcel is proposing are based on its interpretation of language in a 
February 25, 2015, tariff revision requiring an additional solar “production meter” in net metered 
installations (Figure 2). It is important to clarify these requirements so that they do not encumber 
or allow monopolization of the growing PV market. Otherwise, consumers and the rooftop solar 
industry could be forced to adopt system configurations that jeopardize the many potential 
benefits of behind-the-meter battery backup systems (Fitzgerald et al. 2015, p. 6). 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
“Solar-plus-storage” involves adding battery storage to grid-connected residential or commercial 
rooftop PV systems. Adding batteries changes the basic nature of the owner’s relationship to the 
PV system by changing the system’s relationship to the electricity grid. Users begin to regard the 
grid as backup rather than the battery as backup. The user’s electrical system becomes more 
complex because it performs functions beyond simply delivering surplus solar power directly to 
the grid as it does with conventional net energy metering (NEM). When storage is a part of the 
mix, the owner must manage energy more carefully within the premises.  
 
Solar-plus-storage is becoming more important as PV grid penetration grows. Experience shows 
that when solar grid penetration exceeds about 12%, grid voltage and frequency stability can 
become a problem due to the variable and unpredictable nature of solar energy. Adding battery 
storage to distributed energy resources can smooth out grid voltage, enhance frequency stability, 
flatten demand on grid resources, and facilitate time-shifting of solar production to remedy the 
tendency of residential demand to peak as the sun sets and solar production drops, known as the 
“duck curve,”5 shown in Figure 1.  

 
Source: California Independent System Operator 

Figure 1. The net load “duck curve” showing load minus solar production 
 
                                                
5 www.vox.com/2016/2/10/10960848/solar-energy-duck-curve  

Source: California Independent System Operator

The solar ”Duck Curve” problem
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Transitional hybrid grid: combined centralized and solar microgrid

Re-Inventing Electricity
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Conventional premises general architecture, 
with solar PV (no storage) 

Re-Inventing Electricity
Localization with solar, storage, and microgrids
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HES/EMMA premises architecture, 
with solar-plus-storage

Re-Inventing Electricity
Localization with solar, storage, and microgrids



• EMMA functionality—Energy Management and Measurement Application
• Energy Management Functions

– Load balancing (appliance control)
– Inverter management and monitoring
– EV charging management
– Grid condition (state) management for the home

• Normal grid-connected state
• Grid disconnected state—energy conservation scenario management
• Microgrid state—electricity sharing management

– Demand response for utility (fiber preferred)
– Microgrid management (via fiber)

• Energy Measurement Functions
– AMI metering for utility (via fiber)
– Solar production
– Battery status
– Power quality measurement (real time)

• Power factor monitoring
• Harmonic emissions monitoring (aka “dirty electricity”)
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• Inverting the ”grid”— a bottom-up view
– Starting at home
– Premises architecture of solar-plus-storage and resilience
– Generate electricity as close as possible to where it will be used
– EMMA—the missing piece: local control –Schoechle, 2020

• Electrification—the new new thing!
– But… don’t run it on fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, oil or diesel)!
– Old vs new: technologies, structures and paradigms
– Consumer electronics replaces industrial economies of scale
– “Sustainability” and “resilience”—on your roof

• Electric vehicle charging
– The 2x factor

• Munis and coops can do it!
– Utilities that are owned by the customers!
– Optical fiber—enables microgrids, and enhances community resilience
– Energy democracy vs. the parasitic IOU/PUC symbiosis 
– DDD: Decarbonization, Decentralization, Democratization

• Hundreds of millions of people still don’t have electricity
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• Questions?
• Comments?
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To sign up : renoclimat.ca
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To sign up : renoclimat.ca
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